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ABSTRACT(more than 300 words) [5] : Approximately every 3 years since 1979, the Working Group on
Cartographic Coordinates and Rotational Elements (“WG”) of the International Astronomical Union (IAU)
has issued a report recommending coordinate systems and related parameters (body orientation and
shape) that can be used for making cartographic products (maps) of solar system bodies. These
recommendations, which are open to further modification when needed, are intended to facilitate the
use and comparison of multiple datasets by promoting the use of a standardized set of mapping
parameters. This paper is intended to draw the attention of the ISPRS and others to the WG’s efforts
and the recently published WG 2009 report [1,2,3]. The WG can assist users, instrument teams and
missions on cartographic issues.
The WG would like to encourage input, either generally from individuals, or, given this forum, from the
ISPRS Working Group on Planetary Mapping and Databases (WGPMD). Individuals from the ISPRS
would be welcome to volunteer to become members of the WG. It may also be desirable to explore a
more formal relationship with the ISPRS. In the past the WG has been a joint WG with both the
International Association of Geodesy and COSPAR. Such joint work might also be possible with the
ISPRS WGPMD.
The WG would also greatly appreciate receiving input from the general planetary community, e.g.,
regarding the systems for specific bodies, the operation of the WG, and even the need for and/or
usefulness of the WG’s efforts. With the 2009 report the WG announced it will consider providing
limited updates to its recommendations on its Web site, so that changes can possibly be made more
often than every 3 years. For the first time, the WG also provided some general recommendations
regarding current urgent needs relative to the development of planetary cartographic products. Input is

also welcome on these changes.
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